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Abstract— An efficient arithmetic coder which using  ‘Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees’ (SPIHT) algorithm can be used for 

compression of images. The SPIHT uses inherent redundancy among wavelet coefficients and suited for both gray and colour images. 

Significant compression ratio and throughput is obtained for a sample image of size 128 x128 pixels. 

DWT of an image leads to its representation in different scales in the form of Spatial Orientation Trees (SOT). The coefficients in 

SOT of an image DWT are encoded using embedded zero-tree coding which is proved to be the best image compression technique. After 

the transform, the lowest frequency coefficients concentrate most of the energy of the transformed image. The high frequency 

coefficients of different scales and orientations indicate the strong self similarity among themselves. These properties are exploited in 

SPIHT. The FPGA implementation of modified version has resulted in significant optimization in memory requirements and speed. 

Here we are using a modified SPIHT, i.e SPIHT using fixed breadth first search scan order .It can avoid rescanning of the coefficients 

and thus speed up the process. Also  a new addressing method also introduced here which can reduce memory and speed up the process.  

SPIHT displays exceptional characteristics over several properties like good image quality, fast coding and decoding, a fully 

progressive bit stream, application in lossless compression, error protection and ability to code for exact bit rate. What most 

compression systems have in common is the fact that the final process is entropy coding, which is the process of representing 

information in the most compact form. After SPIHT context formation has been done. These contexts are used by the arithmetic coder. 

In arithmetic coding, a message is encoded as a real number in an interval from one to zero.  Arithmetic coding typically has a better 

compression ratio than Huffman coding, as it produces a single symbol rather than several separate codeword. Arithmetic coding is a 

lossless coding technique. By using arithmetic coding we can improve the PSNR value by 0.3-0.5 .So using both SPIHT and arithmetic 

coding, it will produce a better throughput. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Cu Image is one of the most important styles for representation of information and more than 80% information we obtain is 
from vision. Compressing an image is significantly different than compressing raw binary data. Of course, general purpose 
compression programs can be used to compress images, but the result is less than optimal. This is because images have certain 
statistical properties which can be exploited by encoders specifically designed for them. Also, some of the finer details in the 
image can be sacrificed for the sake of saving a little more bandwidth or storage space. This also means that lossy compression 
techniques can be used in this area. Lossless compression involves with compressing data which, when decompressed, will be an 
exact replica of the original data. This is the case when binary data such as executables, documents etc. are compressed. They 
need to be exactly reproduced when decompressed. On the other hand, images (and music too) need not be reproduced 'exactly'. 
An approximation of the original image is enough for most purposes, as long as the error between the original and the compressed 
image is tolerable.  

One of the powerful wavelet-based image compression method called Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT)[1]. This 
award-winning method has received worldwide acclaim and attention since its introduction in 1995. Thousands of people, 
researchers and consumers alike, have now tested and used SPIHT. Also arithmetic coding (AC) method can obtain optimal 
performance for its ability to generate codes with fractional bits, it is widely used by various image compression algorithms, such 
as the QM in JPEG, the MQ in JPEG2000, and the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coder(CABAC) , in H.264. 
Especially, the set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT)  uses an AC method to improve its peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 
about 0.5 db[1]. Although the theory and program code of AC are mature, the complicated internal operations of AC limit its 
application for some real time n fields, such as satellite image DWT of an image leads to its representation in different scales in 
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the form of Spatial Orientation Trees (SOT). The coefficients in SOT of an image DWT are encoded using embedded zero-tree 
coding which is proved to be the best image compression technique. After the transform, the lowest frequency coefficients 
concentrate most of the energy of the transformed image. The high frequency coefficients of different scales and orientations 
indicate the strong self-similarity among themselves. These properties are exploited in SPIHT. SPIHT is a sophisticated coding 
technique belongs to next generation of encoders for wavelet transformed images. The FPGA implementation of modified version 
has resulted in significant optimization in memory requirements and speed. Modification has been done by fixed breadth scan 
order and by introducing a new addressing method. By this, it improves the memory requirement and speed of operation. 

The SPIHT algorithm can be applied to both grey-scale and coloured images SPIHT displays exceptional characteristics over 
several properties like good image quality, fast coding and decoding, a fully progressive bit stream, application in lossless 
compression, error protection and ability to code for exact bit rate. It is proved from simulation and implementation results that 
the developed image coding  provides much better performance compared to other coding systems. Simulation part of the project 
done in MATLAB and ModelSim. Implementation  part has been done using software Quartus II 8.0 on Cyclone II kit.  

II. EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD 

One of the powerful wavelet-based image compression method called Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). 

Also arithmetic coding (AC) method can obtain optimal performance for its ability to generate codes with fractional bits, it is 

widely used by various image compression algorithms[1]. An efficient arithmetic coder using SPIHT algorithm, it‟s a project in 

order to produce efficient coding of images. The project work includes software implementation of SPIHT alone and  arithmetic 

coding with SPIHT algorithm using MATLAB and VLSI implementation of the main algorithm. High-throughput memory-

efficient architecture for set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) image compression is proposed in this  project work. It 

includes the design and realization of SPIHT and SPIHT with arithmetic coding, using MATLAB software, Modelsim software, 

Quratus II 8.0 software and the implementation done in the device EP2C70F896C6 (Cyclone II family).The modification done in 

SPIHT by changing addressing method and by using Fixed breadth search scan SPIHT. Using this the system get better 

performance than the previous system. 

 

The block diagram of the project mainly includes DWT,SPIHT and arithmetic coding. in decoding part we are doing the 

reverse process that have done in encoding section 

. 

 

 

              Fig. 1   Block diagram of image coding 

The image coding process can be improved by using efficient SPIHT and by using context in arithmetic coding. by using this 

modifications it improves the coding efficiency of the entire system. The modified block diagram shown in figure 2. 
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              Fig. 2   Modified block diagram 

 

Consider the example of data in a small pyramid structure, of the type resulting from an image wavelet decomposition, that was 

used by J.M. Shapiro to describe his EZW image coding algorithm. The example shown in figure 3 

. 

Fig 3: Wavelet coefficient values after 3 level DWT 

Table 1: Example of image coding using Shapiro’s EZW method 

 

We use the abbreviation DL and SL for Shapiro‟s dominant and subordinate lists, respectively. The notation of F following a co-

ordinate on the dominant list means that that an internal flag is set to indicate ”significant” on that pass and its magnitude on the 

dominant list is set to 0 for subsequent passes. 

Assuming the EZW uses (at least initially) two bits to code symbols in the alphabet {POS, NEG,ZTR, IZ}, and one bit to code the 

symbol Z, the EZW algorithm used 26+7=33 bits in the first pass. Since both methods are coding the same bit-plane defined by 

the threshold 32, both find the same set of significant coefficients, yielding images with the same mean squared error. However, 

SPIHT used about 10% less bits to obtain the same results because it coded different data. The final lists may have some equal co-
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ordinates, but as shown in the examples, the interpretation and use of those co-ordinates by the two methods are quite different. 

Also, in the following passes they grow and change differently. After performing EZW ,the result shown in figure 3. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The encoding and decoding algorithms of EZW image coding is simulated using MATLAB.MSE and PSNR value also 

calculated. In the simulation part of this algorithm we are considering an image lena of size 512*512.And the transmission rate is 

1 bit per pixel. Input image be Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Lena image (EZW input) 

 

Figure 5: Lena image (EZW reconstructed) 

 

 The image undergone DWT then EZW. And it produces the outputs which is a bit stream. Here we are using 9 level 

DWT using biorthogonal wavelet filters. The output will be a set of wavelet coefficients for pixels in the image figure 6,figure 7. 

 

Figure 6: Decomposed image vector 
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Figure 7 : Book keeping matrix 

After EZW encoding the output produced is shown in figure 7.„p‟ indicates significant positive, „n‟  indicates significant negative,  

„t‟ indicates zero tree root and „ z ‟ indicates isolated zero. After encoding the reverse process has been done in decoding section. 

And first EZW decoding performed the output shown in figure8, then IDWT performed as shown in figure 9 and the image 

reconstructed as in figure 5. Consider SPIHT, the  figure 8 used as input in SPIH T which is also used as in EZW. The image 

undergone DWT then Breadth First Search SPIHT with arithmetic coding. And it produces the outputs which is a bit stream. Here 

we are using 9 level DWT using biorthogonal wavelet filters. The output will be a set of wavelet coefficients for pixels in the 

image figure 6,  figure7. 

 
Figure 8: Lena image (SPIHT input) 

 

Figure 9: Lena image (SPIHT reconstructed) 

After DWT it undergoes Breadth First Search SPIHT with arithmetic coding. Output will be a bit stream. Initially it transmits the 

size of the image, no of bit planes used and the level of decomposition. then codes each wavelet values. Output will be figure 10. 

The output bit stream used as input to arithmetic coding module. Then encode the bit stream within probability interval 0 and 

1.the interval updated in each symbols encoding. 
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Figure 10 Output bit stream 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

An arithmetic coder using efficient SPIHT is one of the powerful wavelet-based image coding method .The developed image 

coding technique is illustrated on grey scale images in MATLAB. It is also designed and realized using QUARTUS II 8.0 VLSI 

software on a 8*8 matrix  values as DWT wavelet coefficient values. It is also successfully implemented in device 

EP2C70F896C6 from CYCLONE II family. The existing embedded image coding technique  like EZW also designed and 

realized using MATLAB . The simulation results of modified image coding technique  in MATLAB are compared with 

simulation results of existing image coding technique EZW to illustrate the enhanced performance. In case of MSE and PSNR  

value the modified coding technique produced better performance. The hardware complexity of the modified coding system is 

compared with typical system .And the parameters like memory requirement and speed of operation have improved a lot.  

As a future enhancement, SPIHT can be improved by using incremental threshold for image compression. The unique feature of 

this new coding Algorithm is to use different (variable) thresholds to sort pixels and initial subsets[18]. Such new sorting 

Procedure is fast and does not require complicated implementations. The outputs of this codec can be further entropy encoded, 

and therefore can achieve even higher coding performances. 
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